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henandoah Valley Westminster-Canterbury (SVWC) is a resort-like haven, nestled on 65 acres
in Winchester, VA. As a Lifecare retirement community, we provide a full continuum of care,
all under one roof. Should the need arise, our residents have access to a full-time team of
therapeutic experts on-site, including Physical, Occupational, and Music Therapy
Visit
services. Massage and Speech Therapists are also available.
SVWC.org
Innovative in their approach, they are compassionate specialists who develop
individualized treatment programs for each resident they assist. SVWC is much
more than just another beautiful place to live; our residents’ health, vitality, and
longevity, is our number one priority. It’s one more way we stay Connected for Life.

to learn about
our upcoming
Lunch and Learn
Events!

Shenandoah Valley Westminster-Canterbury
300 Westminster-Canterbury Drive
Winchester, VA 22603
540-665-5914 | www.svwc.org | 800-492-9463
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ON THE COVER:
Joyce Tobias shows her elation
as a participant in the Northern Virginia
Senior Olympics.
PHOTO BY ROB PAINE
Do you know someone in Fairfax County
who is 50 or older with an interesting story to tell?
Do you know of an organization
that provides entertainment, travel or arts
opportunities for older adults? We want to know
about it! Email us at gmacdonald@fairfaxtimes.com.

BY AMAC CERTIFIED SOCIAL SECURITY ADVISOR RUSSELL
GLOOR ASSOCIATION OF MATURE AMERICAN CITIZENS

Dear Rusty:
I am 63 ½ and I am officially retiring from my job on
August 1 because I’m physically unable to do the work
anymore. I have qualified for a pension from work and
I also want to start receiving my Social Security benefits.
What happens if I choose to go back to work full time or
part time in the future? Do I continue to receive Social
Security? Do I lose anything if this happens? Or have I
just frozen my benefits at the current rate?

SIGNED: RETIRING SOON
Dear Retiring: Since your full retirement age (FRA)
is 66 years of age, you should be aware that if you start
your Social Security before you reach your full retirement age your benefit amount will be reduced by 5/9
of 1% for each month early that you claim, so at 63 1/2
the reduction will be 16.7%, and that reduction is permanent. If you claim benefits early and you go back to
work before you reach age 66, you will still receive your
Social Security benefits, but you will be subject to Social
Security’s earnings limit, which for 2018 is $17,040. If
your annual earnings exceed that limit they will withhold future benefits equal to $1 for every $2 over the
limit you are, until the year you reach your full retire-

ment age. In that year, the earnings limit goes way up
(by about 2 1/2 times) and the withholding amount is
less ($1 for every $3 over the limit). Note that the earnings limits change annually, but the 2018 limit for those
who reach their full retirement age this year is $45,360
and $17,040 in the year prior to the year you reach your
FRA. If you exceed the earnings limit Social Security
will withhold your Social Security benefits until they recover what you owe them due to exceeding the limit.
Then, when you reach your full retirement age, they’ll
give you time credit for any months you didn’t receive
a benefit due to exceeding the earnings limit and will
recompute your benefit amount as though you applied
later than you actually did. By doing this your benefit
amount at your FRA will be increased to eventually offset the loss of benefits you suffered while you were working and collecting. Note that Social Security asks that
you advise them as soon as you know you will exceed the
earnings limit, rather than waiting until they eventually
catch up to you when you file your Federal Income Tax
Return. And please also note that they don’t withhold
partial benefits; they withhold the entire month’s benefit, and if that is more than you owe they will reimburse
you any excess they withheld in the following tax year.
The information presented in this article is intended
for general information purposes only.

THE NORTHERN VIRGINIA
SENIOR OLYMPICS
MUST BE AT LEAST 50 TO PLAY

LIVING HEALTHY LONGER
REGISTRATION ENDS AUG. 24
THE GAMES BEGIN SEPT. 15, 2018

FairfaxTimes.com

WWW.NVSO.US
VOLUNTEERING YOUR GAME?
CALL RSVP NOVA AT 703-403-5360
or visit www.rsvpnova.org today!
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FROM SCIENCE TO LITERATURE
THE STEVE DRESSING STORY
BY ADAM HILLMAN
SPECIAL TO FAIRFAX COUNTY TIMES

Steve Dressing wasn’t supposed to be
able to write and finish a full-length novel,
but he did. He wasn’t supposed to be able
to self-publish his book under his own
publishing company, but he did.
Dressing embraces being the long
shot; it’s something he takes a passion in.
“We like to say that ‘Number Six Publishing is for the underdogs.’ I kind of like
that place,” he said.
Arlington native Steve Dressing, fifteen years after having his initial three
stories rejected by corporate production
companies, established his own company, Number Six Publishing, earlier
this year. A former scientist for the Environmental Protection Agency, he and
his company serve authors who cannot

get their books circulated by Amazon,
Barnes and Noble, etc. They aspire to
serve those with quality ideas and stories but can not find a way to connect
with publishing companies.
Dressing decided to publish his own
novel, “The Game Keepers,” a story
about youth baseball players who discover a magical world when they encounter strange and supernatural beings. It is fantastical, adventurous, and
action-packed. It looks at how humanity needs comradery, “kindness, a willingness to listen, learn and improve,”
the business’s website said.
Dressing got the inspiration to write
after playing, coaching, and watching
little league baseball. While he grew up
in upstate New York, he coached his son’s
little league baseball team in Northern
Virginia, he said.

Except, Dressing couldn’t find a way
for the book to be published; large publishers were not interested in issuing “The
Game Keepers.”
o, Dressing had to create his own publishing company. An arduous process, he
had to create an LLC, find the supplies to
print and edit, process an ISBN number
with the Library of Congress, and trademark the logo.
Dressing sees the company as a platform for other authors who have developed intricate and “good” stories but just
cannot seem to get the novel published. It
is a “Publisher for the Underdogs,” as his
website describes.
Yet, the biggest challenge is distribution, he said. Big publishers have such a
large advantage since they have a large
customer network. For the small ones like
Number Six, it takes hands on action.

This year, Dressing and his team
have gone to local book stores and libraries to get the word out about “The
Game Keepers.” It has an official page
on GoodReads, and Dressing has tried to
spread the word through online reading
blogs.
While Dressing is not working on
publishing anyone else’s novel right
now, he admits that one of the challenges of this business is finding clientele for the niche he is trying to reach.
He and his team are currently trying to
advertise their company to unpublished
authors around the area.
Overall, the hard work will result in
getting other’s products out to the public.
“My goal with number Six Publishing
is to help authors who were in similar situation like me to get their products out,”
Dressing said.

CAREGIVER CONNECT
A Monthly Gathering for Caregivers at The Kensington

A

t The Kensington, we understand that caregiving for someone with
dementia is a demanding responsibility. We also believe it is one you should
not undertake alone. That’s why we strive to preserve your well-being by
helping you stay positive, manage fatigue and make the most of moments as your
loved one’s memory changes. Join us on the first Wednesday of each month to share
time connecting with other caregivers and discussing common challenges. Guest
facilitators offer information, advice and support in a welcoming, private setting.
Dr. Aleksandra (Anya) Parpura, an expert in aging and dementia, leads our Caregiver
Connect program and brings to us vast knowledge, helpful tips and a kind heart.

Aug 1, Sept 5 & Oct 3, 2018 • 6:30-8pm • Light refreshments served
RSVP to (703) 992-9868

Visit us on
Facebook for
upcoming event
details!

(703) 992-9868
700 West Broad Street, Falls Church, VA 22046
www.TheKensingtonFallsChurch.com
Kensington Park, another Kensington community located nearby in Kensington, MD
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STANDING TALL IN RESTON
ARTICLE SUBMITTED BY TALL OAKS

For thirty years, Tall Oaks has served seniors and families with
respect and compassion. Many things have changed during that
time, but our commitment to affordable, quality care remains
the same. As the needs of the community have changed, so have
we. We are excited to offer our new Junior Studio Assisted Living
apartment – the perfect space for one, starting at just $3,995. It can
even accommodate a full or queen size bed! You have to see it to
believe it. Call Tall Oaks today at 703-834-9800 to schedule your
tour. Mention that you saw us in the Fairfax Times and we’ll treat
you and a guest to lunch during your visit.

SUBMITTED PHOTOS

Some Tall Oaks residents shooting the breeze.

Tall Oaks’ new Junior Studio apartment

A ll d im e n s io n s ar e ap p r o xim ate .

New Junior Studio Apartments

day
a day

f

Private
Options
PrivateAAccommodation
Accommodation
Options
ll d im e n s io n s ar e ap p r o xim ate .

• All utilities including telephone
• Complimentary DirecTV
• Bathroom equipped with safety
bars and handheld shower
• Very limited supply!

Are you looking for a meaningful
volunteer opportunity?
19' 10"
19' 10"

BEDROOM
BEDROOM

LIVING ROOM
LIVING ROOM

Volunteer drivers are needed
to take non-driving seniors 21'
21'
to medical appointments and the
LIVING ROOM
grocery store. You can schedule
LIVING ROOM
rides based on your availability
and location. BATH

21'
21'

BEDROOM
BEDROOM

MONTHLY RENT STARTING AT

$3,995

BATH

BATH
BATH

To learn more about how you can
give the “gift of a lift,” contact
NV Rides.

16'
16'
approx. 283 square feet

INCLUDES LEVEL 1 CARE

Call us today!

27'
Volunteer
driver opportunities
27'

Private Studio
Private
336
SquareStudio
Feet

are available throughout
One Bedroom
Northern Virginia.
One
Bedroom
491
Square
Feet

9'

703.537.3071 for more
information.

491 Square
Feet
Visit nvrides.org or call

336 Square Feet

703.834.9800
12052 N. Shore Dr.
Reston, VA 20190
www.TallOaksAL.com

9'

RISING TO NEW HEIGHTS

LIVING ROOM
LIVING ROOM

Coordinated Services Management, Inc. Professional Management of Retirement Communities Since 1981

FairfaxTimes.com

21'
21'

BEDROOM
BEDROOM

18.5'
18.5'

LIVING ROOM
BEDROOM
LIVING ROOM
21'
BEDROOM
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BBQ BATTLE CELEBRATES USO,
NATION’S MILITARY VETERANS

ADAM HILLMAN/FAIRFAX COUNTY TIMES

A scene from the opening of the Giant National BBQ battle
BY ADAM HILLMAN-SPECIAL TO FAIRFAX COUNTY TIMES

This year’s Giant Barbeque battle was a success.
Many Fairfax County residents, along with others from the Washington D.C. area,
gathered on Saturday, June 22, and Sunday, June 23, to celebrate the Giant National
Capital Barbeque battle. This is an annual celebration held on Pennsylvania Avenue between third and seventh street in Washington D.C.
Per the event’s website, it is an event that will soon “become the epicenter of BBQ
perfection, bringing together delectable summer specialties.”
It included a nationally recognized Barbeque contest, popular bands, celebrity chefs, and
many more activities for attendees to enjoy.
Giant became a sponsor in order to bring together the Washington DC area and show
off the culinary talents of those in the area, President of Giant foods, Gordon Reid, said.
Residents tasted free BBQ samples from restaurants around the country, the Taste of
Giant® Sampling Pavilion, samples from Ravage Wine, and a Micro-Brew sampling tent. For
those who don’t drink alcohol, there were a variety of options for them, including representatives and samples from Monster Energy.
Yet, the main event was the Giant National Barbeque Championship Cooking contest.
Culinary legends like Myron Mixon, Tuffy Stone, and Moe Cason from the TLC
show “BBQ Pit Masters” competed against other elite chefs and teams from around the
country in multiple contests testing their cooking expertise.
As well, attendees voted for top military chefs from the Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine
Corps, and Coast Guard in the Military Chef Contest.
Giant Supermarkets truly embraced the armed forces in this event. They ensured that
USO as a major sponsor of the event and included the military in the event.
“We embrace the fact that Giant and this event celebrates the military,” Reid said.
All proceeds from the event went towards taking care of this nation’s veterans.
Attendees of the Barbeque Battle could also enjoy live music at Pepsi Lays Sound
Stage, Famous Dave’s Music stage, and the Monster Energy Stage. Highlighted by the
Plain White T’s, and Trouble Funk, a variety of Jazz, Rock, Pop, Country, and many
more artists performed throughout the weekend.
Per Reid and USO spokeswoman Lauren Hebert, this provides an opportunity to
consume delicious food and drink, while also enjoying local and national culture.
Yet, as a whole, this event truly brings out the best of the Washington D.C. area.
“I love how the concerts, BBQ battle, and everything bring together Virginia, Maryland, and DC,” Herbert said. “That’s why the USO appreciates Giant’s support and has
sponsored this event the past few years.
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Being out in nature and taking part in outdoor activity brings immediate benefits
to people living with dementia and enhances their quality of life. Here your loved
one can enjoy fresh air and wander freely with the secured independence that
makes GREAT FALLS ASSISTED LIVING so unique!
As part of our Celebration of Summer we are offering a pricing special:
Bring this ad to receive a waiver of our Community Fee and a free month’s rent.*
Contact Great Falls Assisted Living at 703.421.0690
or greatfalls@greatfallsassistedliving.com to schedule a visit and get further details.

*Must move in by August 15th to qualify for this special. Free month is on 3rd month of stay.
1121 Reston Ave. • Herndon, VA 20170 • www.greatfallsassistedliving.com
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FINANCIAL

FIVE STEPS TO HAVING A HEALTHY
RELATIONSHIP WITH MONEY
BY: AMBARI PRAKASH PINTO
SPECIAL TO THE FAIRFAX COUNTY TIMES

ments. We generally handle everything online
whenever we have time. We have a folder with
some statements, but not all the account details
We’re officially halfway through 2018, and
are in one place. We mostly agree about spending,
there is still time to take steps toward achieving
but not all the time.”
your resolution to take care of yourself finanStep 2: Outline your existing responcially before the New Year is here.
sibilities.
There is no one-size-fits-all method for
Each new phase in life is an opportunity
handling personal finances. We all have difto establish and refine your financial goals. At
ferent beliefs, fears and dreams when it comes
each new milestone, assess whether any new
to money, and that’s okay. What’s most imporSUBMITTED PHOTO financial needs or responsibilities exist, then
tant is that we acknowledge our money habits
think about how you wish to manage them.
Ambari
and adjust those habits appropriately to achieve
Step 3: Create a wish list with a timePrakash Pinto
financial success. Here are five key steps to help
line.
pave the road to having a healthy relationship with money.
It can be difficult to plan for significant financial events
Step 1: Describe your current method of hanthat are more than a year away. Simply writing down a
dling bills and accounts in general – and honest
timeline of events and expenses will naturally lead us to
– terms.
thinking about the next step. For example, “Our goal is
For example, who takes responsibility for the monthly
to save $50,000 for a down payment of a new home by
tasks? How many different accounts are there and what is
next August. At the same time, my child will start coltheir purpose? A description may look like this: “I manage
lege.” A next step would be to figure out how much in
the checking account while my husband manages the investtotal is needed in August, then matching it with the source

FairfaxTimes.com

of funding.
Step 4: Bravely admit fears.
This may be the most challenging step. It is important
to prepare in advance for unexpected events.
From a financial perspective, dealing with a serious
health issue, a job loss or another unforeseen event can
be more manageable than you think, using tools such as
carrying appropriate insurance, having an emergency
fund, and an account that is accessible to more than one
person.
Step 5: Commit to learning (a little more) about
personal finance every year.
Our financial system is constantly changing and
evolving. Keeping up with the various policies, benefits,
tax rules and financial scams that affect your finances is
an important step to take in achieving a healthy relationship with money.
Achieving a healthy, well-balanced relationship with
your personal finances may take as much dedication as
completing your daily exercise routine, but the results are
in your best interests. By following these five steps, you
can be financially healthier before this year ends.
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TRAVEL

JUST DO IT!

TAKE THAT ONCE-IN-A-LIFETIME TRIP

SUBMITTED PHOTOS

Seniors in New Zealand

Twelve Apostles Road in Australia

SUBMITTED PHOTOS

A couple cruising and having the time of their lives.
ARTICLE SUBMITTED BY
GEOLUXE TRAVEL

Have you always wanted to learn
about the oldest civilization on earth
whom are the Aboriginals of Australia? Is New Zealand- the land of
Kiwis, wineries and stunning scenery
on your bucket list? Have you ever
dreamed of seeing the mesmerizing
islands of Tahiti? Wished you could
Sheep in New Zealand
meet the “happiest people on earth”
in Fiji? Want to see what divers rave about in the Cook Islands? Like explorers for
many millennia, there is so much to see and do in the South Pacific that the first
question comes to mind is “Where do I start?” Start with what speaks to your heart
the most! Take advantage of opportunities to discover, enrich and provide you with
dream filled memories. Download my complimentary “Insider’s Guide to the South
Pacific” and book your Spectacular South Pacific consultation appointment with me
so you can get started planning right away!
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You can rest assured knowing that Vinson Hall Retirement Community
can accommodate one’s changing needs all right here on our McLean campus.
Established in 1969 Vinson Hall Retirement Community is a vibrant senior living community offering
independent living, assisted living, nursing care, and memory support. Depending on availability, we accept
moves directly to assisted living, nursing care, and memory support residences.

Independent Living is open to commissioned uniformed service officers and their immediate families as well
as federal government employees with a similar military background. No military or government affiliation
required for assisted living ,nursing care, or memory support.

Contact us today! 703 - 536 - 4344

V����� H���

R��������� C��������

supported by Navy Marine Coast Guard Residence Foundation

www.vinsonhall.org
FairfaxTimes.com
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NVSO

POWER
CYCLING
COUPLE
A

BY ROB PAINE
Special to the Fairfax County Times

month before the 2017 Northern Virginia
Senior Olympics, Joyce Tobias emailed
friends updating the condition of her
husband Tom, 84, who had been in a serious bike
accident a few days prior.

After Tom’s brief hospital stay, Joyce wrote that he had
returned home. “He is fine, but bruised up and has a lot of
road rash and a broken rib which is giving him a lot of discomfort,” she added. “He definitely won’t be riding in the
Senior Olympics on Sept 10. I am wondering how many lives
my little boy still has left!?” The NVSO start date loomed,
but time and determination can work together in mysterious
ways.
“Definitely won’t” turned to “maybe” and then to “probably” and finally to “definitely will.” On Sunday, Sept. 10,
Tom and Joyce, dressed in full cycling regalia, stood together
at the Vint Hill Village Green near Gainesville, waiting for
the bang of starter’s gun for the NVSO 10K, overcoming the
odds once again. “Never a dull moment even when you are
84,” says Joyce.
Tom won silver medals in both the 10k and 20K cycling
events. Joyce won gold in the 10k, setting an NVSO record
for her age group, but sat out the 20k as she did not want to
push her luck. Did we mention the battery on Joyce’s pacemaker was on the fritz?
The following Friday, still with a bad pacemaker battery,
Joyce won four gold medals at the NVSO swim meet and
earned a silver in the half-mile race, which she finished in less
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agreement.
Joyce and Tom, long-time residents of Annandale, moved to the Regency at Dominion Valley, a vibrant 55+ retirement community in Haymarket, 12 years ago. They
both enjoy the competitive, social and fitness aspects of the NVSO. When she is not
following her athletic endeavors, Joyce enjoys mahjong and quilting. Tom is in the Regency Acting Club, an activity he took up in his 80’s. He also sings in the local chorus.
“It (being involved in the NVSO) improves your quality of life,” Joyce says. “I keep
doing it because I don’t have all the aches and pains that all my peers have. I don’t
have the arthritis that everybody around seems to have.” The Tobiases epitomize the
Northern Virginia Senior Olympics’ motto of “Living Healthy Longer.”
Most mornings, Joyce has already biked 12 miles before 9 a.m. On days when she is
not cycling, she can usually be found at the community pool going for a mile long swim.
Her husband follows an equally rigorous schedule cycling about 200 miles a month.
Joyce became involved in the NVSO in 2009 after hearing about the NVSO’s swimming competition from a neighbor. She has competed in the annual event for those 50
and older ever since. She has signed up for five events at the 2018 NVSO swimming
championships that take place Friday, Sept. 21, at the Dulles South Multipurpose Center in South Riding. She plans on signing up for cycling too that takes place Sept. 16.
The couple also competes in the state senior games in Richmond.
The year after Joyce entered her first NVSO swim meet, cycling was added to the
NVSO and she added it to her repertoire. Tom took up competitive cycling with the
NVSO at the tender age of 79. Tom also competed in cycling at the 2015 National Senior Games in Minneapolis, earning a bronze medal. While in their sixties, the couple
rode their bikes across the United States together.
Tom has medaled in swimming as well as in cycling at past NVSO’s, but after another hospital stay, this time after ingesting river water from the Potomac while swimming in the 2016 Marine Corps Triathlon, he decided to stick to cycling. “I swam
during the 2016 Marine Corp Triathlon and drowned,” he says laughing.
Tom and Joyce have so many NVSO medals that during a recent family reunion
Joyce handed out some of her medals to nephews, nieces and grandchildren. For Joyce
Tobias, being part of the Senior Olympics has taken on even a greater meaning.
“I want to be a role model for my grandchildren, to show them that old people can have fun
and be fun,” she says. The Tobiases have seven
children and 14 grandchildren. Joyce says it is
very important to set a healthy example for young
people and being in the Senior Olympics is a
great way to do that.
For a complete list of events, venues or to register
as a competitor, visit www.nvso.us. The registration
deadline for competitors is Aug. 24. If you would like
a paper registration please call or text André Francis at (703) 901-2028. Competitors must be at least
50-years-old by Dec. 31, 2018, to enter.
The NVSO features close to 60 competitions
at more than 28 venues. This year marks the return of the NVSO 5K road race in Reston and
of NVSO volleyball near Annandale. Three new
sports are being introduced this fall: croquet, canasta and beach ball wallyball. Competitors’ entrance fees are nominal.
Those interested in volunteering at the games should contact RSVP Northern Virginia at 703-403-5360 or email RSVP at rsvp@volunteerfairfax.org Spectators are encouraged to attend all NVSO events. There is no admission charge.
The NVSO’s only sources of financial support come from competitors’ fees and
tax-deductible donations, all of which are used to promote and run the games.
This year’s gold patrons include The Fairfax County Times, Goodwin House,
Greenspring Retirement Village, Health eVillages, Koons Toyota Arlington, The
Beacon,The Virginian, Cabot Creamery, United Health Care and Westminster at
Lake Ridge, The Overture, Retirement Unlimited Inc., The Connection Newspapers,
Burke Health and Rehabilitation Center, flip50, Loudoun Times -Mirror and Silver
Sneakers.
The NVSO is a joint project of the cities of Alexandria, Fairfax and Falls Church
and of the counties of Arlington, Fairfax, Fauquier, Loudoun, and Prince William.

LIVING
HEALTHY
LONGER
TOGETHER

than 29 minutes. She set an NVSO record for
her age group in the 100-yard freestyle. In a
few instances she finished with better times
than women several years her junior.
Don’t bother talking with Joyce and Tom
about the “horrors of aging.” They won’t
have it.
They are not discouraged by doctors’ diagnoses nor will they let a bike accident or a
bad battery on a pacemaker keep them from
competing. They are currently getting ready
for the 2018 NVSO which starts Sept. 15. Online registration for the 36th edition of
the region’s largest senior athletic event closes Aug. 24 at www.nvso.us. To use a paper
registration, please call André at 703-901-2028.
To celebrate the 2018 NVSO, RSVP Northern Virginia, volunteer partner of the
NVSO, and a program of Volunteer Fairfax, Volunteer Arlington and Volunteer Alexandria, will hold a free Bocce Lunch and Play at 11 a.m., Thursday, Aug. 2 at the Green
Acres Center in Fairfax City. All participants 55-years-young and better will receive a
free lunch and have the chance to learn about bocce from some of last year’s medal
winners. For more information and to sign up please call RSVP at 703-403-5360.
Joyce, 80, puts it this way, “I am in chronic fibrillation and have a pacemaker installed but at the cardiologist’s office, they wait to see my medals each year. They approve and encourage me to do what I do.” Tom, her husband of 57 years, nods in

FairfaxTimes.com
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ASSISTE D LIVING • REHA BILITATION • RES P ITE CA RE • LONG-T ER M CAR E

Having served 7 U.S. Presidents, resident Dwight Ink has used his intellect to
protect and shape the history of our country. Dwight’s brilliance still flourishes
here at Falcons Landing, where his stories keep our staff and residents both
entertained and enlightened. The care and love he enjoys at our community
pales in comparison to the joy he brings to our Falcons Landing family.
We invite you to experience a connection that can be found through the
common bond of service to country.

FALCONSLANDING.ORG – 20535 EARHART PLACE, POTOMAC FALLS, VA 20165 – (703) 272-6629
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HEALTH

HOW TO CARE FOR YOUR EYES AS YOU AGE
BY SP STAFF

STATEPOINT PHOTO

Did you know keeping a healthy weight can prevent cataracts?

FairfaxTimes.com

As we age, our bodies don’t perform as well as they
once did, and vision is no exception. However, early
detection and treatment of eye problems and diseases
through an eye exam is the best way to protect your eyes
and overall health.
To help keep your eyes healthy for years to come, consider the following tips.
• Eat an eye-healthy diet. Fruits and vegetables, especially carrots and dark leafy greens, provide a hefty punch
of key vitamins and a key vision protecting-substance
called lutein. Find some new recipes to make filling up on
these nutritious choices both delicious and fun.
• Maintain a healthy weight. Did you know that by eating healthy portions, exercising regularly and doing your
best to maintain a healthy weight, you can reduce your
risk of cataracts? Conditions such as obesity and diabetes
can lead to vision problems like cataracts.
• Protect eyes from blue light. Most people today spend
a lot of time in front of digital screens, such as smartphones, computers and televisions. These devices emit
high-energy blue light, which causes digital eye strain that
can lead to headaches, blurred vision, dry eyes and even
neck pain. Ask your eye doctor about the best options to
help reduce eye strain.

• Get an eye exam. A yearly eye exam is one of the
easiest and most important ways to reduce your odds
of vision loss and protect your eyes. And it can also help
you monitor and protect your overall health. Whether or
not you wear glasses, be sure to schedule this crucial appointment. A routine eye exam can help detect signs of
serious health conditions, like diabetes, high cholesterol,
high blood pressure glaucoma and macular degeneration.
Because more obvious symptoms of some health conditions don’t always appear until damage has already occurred, routine eye exams are a good way of keeping tabs
on what’s happening in your body.
• Make sure you have vision coverage. Do you have
vision coverage through Medicare? Review your plan.
Many people don’t realize that Traditional Medicare
doesn’t cover routine eye exams, glasses or contact lenses.
Check out such affordable options as VSP Individual Vision Plans, which offer comprehensive coverage with low
out-of-pocket costs, savings on frames and lens enhancements such as progressives, and the ability to see the doctor you know and trust. Plans begin as low as $13 per
month. For more information or to enroll, visit GetVSPDirect.com or call 877-988-4746.
With a few key daily and annual habits, you can make
eye health the priority it needs to be as you age.
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Enjoy the Carefree Lifestyle You Deserve
Meet Carol and MJ. Carol and MJ are great buddies. They are
also next door neighbors. Carol is 88 years old and MJ is 79.
Carol moved to Hermitage Northern Virginia from Arlington
about a year before MJ, who came from Montgomery County,
Maryland. After moving, the two friends discovered a shared love
of outdoor walks on the grounds of the community and around
the quiet neighborhood streets. Carol focuses on her balance with
a functional fitness class 4x a week and MJ enjoys reading in the
library. Carol likes the many interesting people and MJ enjoys the
many excursions and the reading club. It feels like a family here at
Hermitage Northern Virginia.

For more information, call 703-797-3814

www.hermitagenova.org
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HEALTH

ARE WE WINNING THE WAR ON CANCER?
WHAT YOU REALLY NEED TO KNOW

BY SP STAFF

New cancer cases and deaths are both
predicted to rise over the next two decades,
according to the latest World Cancer Report. Despite billions of dollars of investment in research, survival gains for the most
common forms of cancer are still measured
in additional months of life, not years.
Can cancer be cured? Some experts
say the answer is yes, but that it will require
reversing course on the way it’s researched
and treated.
“Integrative medicine may allow us
to win the war on cancer if done intelligently,” says Sylvie Beljanski, author of the
new breakthrough book “Winning the War
on Cancer: The Epic Journey Towards a
Natural Cure,” which reveals the discoveries of her late father’s suppressed research -Dr. Mirko Beljanski, a biologist-biochemist
at the Pasteur Institute who spent over 40
years studying the environmental impact
on DNA replication and transcription.
“When my father started to rethink the
origin of cancer and to develop molecules

STATEPOINT PHOTO

Can cancer be cured? Some experts say yes.

able to selectively block cancerous cell multiplication without killing healthy cells, he
ran into major opposition,” remarks Beljanski. “The conventional oncology community ostracized him, despite the fact that
his theories were aimed at complementing
chemotherapy and radiation, not replacing
them.”
Beljanski, founder of The Beljanski Foundation (www.beljanski.org), a non-profit organization dedicated to furthering her father’s
research, says that in order to beat cancer,
the following ideas and processes need to be
adopted:
• Patent Law Review. There is a need
for powerful drugs, but there is also a need

for a gentler, holistic approach. Under the
current status quo, pharmaceutical companies are rewarded for creating synthetic and
highly toxic drugs when elements of nature
could be used safely and effectively in many
instances, say experts.
• Funding for Alternative Science Research. “My father had the idea that if
nature came up with carcinogens, nature
had also come up with anti-carcinogens.
He discovered two of them: the bark of a
tree from the Amazon rainforest and an extract from a bush in West Africa. Research
confirmed their efficacy on a large array of
cancers and their ability to work in synergy
with chemotherapy,” says Beljanski.
• Law Reform. Law reform that would
allow legitimate dietary supplements to
promote and highlight their benefits would
help educate consumers. Furthermore,
insurance companies should cover supplements, she urges.
• Government Audit. The government
should conduct an audit of its success and
failures in funding cancer prevention and
treatment research.

• Data Sharing. “As long as pharmaceutical companies’ quest for innovation is
solely driven by intellectual property rights,
they will keep failing in the war on cancer,”
says Beljanski, who advocates for a shared,
centralized database and open collaboration from the best scientists, doctors and
researchers.
• Prevention and Education. In the longrun, the smartest approach is prevention. Citizens must continue to become informed, active consumers, taking the initiative to read labels, avoid junk food and addictive substances,
relieve stress, exercise and eat balanced meals.
“The mind-body connection is strong and individuals have the power to create a healthier
life for themselves,” says Beljanski.
More information on cancer and Beljanski’s new book, is available at winingthewaroncancer.com. All of the author’s
proceeds are being donated to help fund
anticancer research.
While the war on cancer will be long
and hard-fought, experts say that a shifted
approach to prevention, treatment and research will ultimately mean lives saved.

AWARD-WINNING SERVICE FROM
BRIGHTSTAR CARE® OF FAIRFAX
At BrightStar Care of Fairfax, our goal is provide A Higher Standard
of Home Care – and we are honored to be chosen to receive some of
the top awards in the industry for the second consecutive year!
• 2017 Provider of Choice and Employer of Choice from Home
Care Pulse, an independent customer satisfaction surveyor.
• Best of 2017 Senior Home Care award from the Fairfax Award
Program, recognizing exceptional customer service.
The BrightStar Care brand is also honored to have been presented
The Joint Commission’s Enterprise Champion for Quality award
for the fourth year in a row – the only company to have received this
designation every year of its existence.

We are ready to deliver A Higher Standard of Home Care to
meet the needs of you or your loved one. Call us today!

703 267 2380

10530 Warwick Ave. Suite 6C, Fairfax, VA 22030
www.brightstarcare.com/fairfax
Independently Owned & Operated · HCO 15934
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COMMUNITY

HERNDON CEMETERY IS
A LOCAL CHESTNUT
ARTICLE SUBMITTED BY
CHESTNUT GROVE CEMETERY

Chestnut Grove Cemetery is an active and
historic cemetery located in Herndon.
Operated by the Town of Herndon since
1997, the cemetery has served the families of
Northern Virginia for over 145 years by offering a full range of traditional and cremation
burial options. Comprised of 25 acres of parklike land and panoramic views, the cemetery is
open to all and can be found in the town’s historic
district. Chestnut Grove offers memorial products, custom designed in close consultation with
the families they serve to provide unique and personalized memorials that truly honor those laid
to rest. For further information on burial options,
memorialization or general inquiries please contact the cemetery office.

SUBMITTED PHOTOS

Some scenes from Chestnut Grove Cemetery.

CHESTNUT GROVE CEMETERY

831 Dranesville Road, Herndon, VA 20170
A Traditional Cemetery Serving Northern
Virginia since 1872
Family Sites, Estate Lots, Mausoleum
Columbarium and Cremation Gardens
Memorial Design and Sales

chestnutgrove@herndon-va.gov
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ENVIRONMENT

NV RIDES
SUPPORTS
VOLUNTEER
TRANSPORTATION
FOR SENIORS
SUBMITTED PHOTOS

NV Rides in action.

WHAT'S IN
YOUR ATTIC?

TM

Quinn's got $2,700
for this jar!
NV Rides supports a network of community-based organizations that provide
volunteer driver services to non-driving senior adults. Without these volunteer
driver services, many seniors might not be able to visit the doctor for preventive or
life-saving medical appointments or go to the grocery store to buy nutritious food.
The number of seniors who stop driving due to age related challenges is
only increasing. Many seniors become dependent on friends and family to
meet their transportation needs, and some do not have local support.
These volunteer driver programs are not only giving people rides, but giving
people a chance to live independently and with dignity in their homes for as long
as possible. Your help is needed to provide rides to seniors.
Please contact NV Rides at 703-537-3017 or visit us online at www.nvrides.org
for more information on how you can help.

FairfaxTimes.com

Free Appraisal Days

3rd Wednesday of Every Month
1-3 p.m.
(One item per person, please)

360 S. Washington St.
Falls Church, VA 22046
(703) 532-5632

www.quinnsauction.com
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RETIREMENT

SUBMITTED PHOTO

Getting older doesn't mean your social life has to slow down.

UNDERSTANDING
CONTINUING
CARE RETIREMENT
COMMUNITIES
ARTICLE SUBMITTED BY GREENSPRING

Today’s senior has a wide range of choices when it comes to where they will live after
retirement. One of the most commonly misunderstood options is the continuing care
retirement community (CCRC). People often associate CCRCs with a loss of freedom
and personal identity—but this is far from accurate.
CCRCs offer a full range of senior living options in one location. Most residents live
independently in maintenance-free apartment homes and enjoy the convenience of having a wide range of services and resources right on campus.
In addition to independent living apartments, CCRCs also offer assisted living and
nursing care in a dedicated continuing care neighborhood located on the grounds of
the community. This arrangement is ideal for seniors who want to live an active, independent lifestyle today, with added peace of mind that higher levels of care are readily
available, should they ever be needed.
Communities like Ashby Ponds in Loudoun County and Greenspring in Fairfax
County, have a long list activities to choose from, including resident-run clubs, continuing education classes, and dozens of volunteer opportunities on and off campus. Visit
the clubhouses and you’ll likely see seniors taking yoga, working out in the fitness center,
going to chorus practice, or heading to the pub or café for a meal with friends.
Much like a college campus, residents are free to be as active as they choose.
There are lots of opportunities for social interaction as well as places to enjoy solitary
pursuits.
To learn more about the benefits of a CCRC like Ashby Ponds or Greenspring,
call 1-844-340-9939 for your FREE informational brochure.
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Learn about senior living
at Ashby Ponds and Greenspring.
Request your
FREE brochure
from the premier
retirement
communities in
Ashburn and Springfield.
Get the facts about our
vibrant lifestyle, stylish apartment homes,
expert health care, and so much more!

12630187

There’s no risk in learning more!
Call 1-844-340-9939 or
visit EricksonLiving.com.

FairfaxTimes.com
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Local
Color
Residents since 2012 & 2015

At Westminster at Lake Ridge, a vibrant and exciting world awaits you. The retirement lifestyle
you deserve is shared with the active and engaged friends and neighbors who make our community
home, all with peace of mind that comes with on-site health care.
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Now accepting wait list deposits.
Call 703-496-5914 or visit us today!
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ANNIVERSARY
BUILDING OF YESTERDAY, LIVING FOR TODAY,
LOOKING TOWARDS TOMORROW

Westminster at Lake Ridge is a CARF accredited, not-for-profit, continuing care retirement community.

703-496-5914 | www.wlrva.org
12191 Clipper Drive | Lake Ridge, VA
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